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About This Game

Experience one war through two epic sagas where you will be a part of history or change it. Feel the power of the historically
authentic and decisive battles of the Pacific War. Relive some of the grandest and most critical naval battles of recent history

and for the first time, choose to lead your fleet to a completely different ending to the war. You will need intelligence and
expertise to plan your moves and constantly remain one step ahead of the enemy. With both strategy and action at your

command truly anticipate your opponent’s every move and turn the tide of war.

Features:

TWICE THE SIZE 
Lead the US and Japanese forces in two massive campaigns to relive or rewrite history with up to 28 missions to play
through!

MASTER YOUR FLEET 
Command and take direct control of over 100 authentic and prototype air, sea and undersea units including fighters,
bombers, kamikaze planes, cruisers, destroyers, aircraft carriers, submarines and lots more!!

NEW LEVEL OF REALISM 
Experience a new level of visual realism where the Pacific Ocean and its chains of islands truly come to life. Immerse
yourself in the action with the all new cockpit view.
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TAKE THE BATTLE ONLINE
Challenge your friends in 5 completely new and engaging multiplayer modes and take part in large online battles
featuring up to 100 units!!
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Title: Battlestations Pacific
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
Eidos Studio Hungary
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 12 May, 2009

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP (admin rights required)/Microsoft Windows Vista (admin rights required)

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 3+GHz or AMD Athlon 2.5+GHz

Memory: 1GB (Windows XP) / 2GB (Windows Vista) system memory

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 6 series 6800GT (or better) / ATI 1800XT (or better)

Hard Drive: 8 GB Free Space

Sound: Direct X 9.0c compatible sound card and drivers

English,French,German,Italian
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I absolutely recommend this game! I usually don't play games like this so I was a bit cautious about it, but it got me HOOKED
and surprised how addicting it was! Some levels took me forever to complete but when I did, it was INSTANT
SATISFACTION! If I have to come up with some negatives I would probably say don't get frustrated on the robots controls!
It takes a while to fully master it and when you do, NOTHING is going to stop you! Unique gameplay, great art and awesome
music alone should be the reason to get this game! Buy this game if you're up for the challenge. ;)

I did a quick stream of this game if you want to check it out: https:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/bearwithus\/v\/112899305. Fun game put
about 15 hours into beating it. Very solid old schol RPG made by RPG maker. Not alot of excitement or crazy plot twists but
nicely executed without any serious jumps in difficulty or excessive grinding. The Monster stone system is great and really aids
in not having to grind through monsters while retrecking through areas.. As an achievement hunter I don\u2019t feel much
interest in a game without achievement but this game was an exception and I finished it. I don\u2019t know why this game has
many negative ratings but my rating is obviously positive. Although the story progresses through a semi-fantasy method about
how to impress girls by a guy, yet the basic is perfectly right that get hassle free money and give them gifts\u2026 yes, money is
the only thing that impres the girls\u2026 no matter how much ridiculous it sounds but that\u2019s the ultimate fact deep in a
woman's mind... whatever the reason is "money is sweeter than honey" for them. :XD

And yes\u2026 this is an easy game just for very light entertainment.. maybe that\u2019s another reason why cyber-hardship
lovers [who lacks hardship in their real life and so searchs in games] rated this game not so positive.

The only cons I found there should a button to exit [instead of Alt+F4] and reload game at any point. Thanks to developer.. Best
lightbulb change simulator in the market \ud83d\udc4d. It was fun for about 8 houres. Then it got really boring because of
repetetive missions just in different areas with differently named enemies. The slow motion kill cams of this game are very cool
anyway and you can outsmart the AI in many different ways, which is good because it leads to a lot of creativity on how you
approach the missions. However, after a few houres the game got really boring really fast.. Probably great fun in 1994 when it
was released but didn't age well
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This is a good game the only issue I have with it is that it takes for ever to move around the maps looking for animals unless
your in a vehicle. Maybe the developers could look at increasing the rate of movement when running. :-). I just played Turba for
15 minutes, to get the Summer achievement that was added to it.

Afterward when I got up from my chair, I stubbed my toe very hard, fell and bashed my arm on a bookcase as I tried to catch
my fall, scraped my leg rather painfully, and finally broke my fall by smashing my hand against the sharp corner of a wooden
box. My arm hurts, my leg hurts, my hand hurts, and my toe is bleeding a bit. I also seem to have punched myself in the stomach
or something on the way down, I'm not even sure on that, but it hurts there too.

Still, if I had no choice but to repeat one of those two experiences, I would not choose Turba.. Elwurd is my favorite Vriska
Also it was nice to see Bronya again
Kuprum and Folykl were...a trip  That bit with them using the MC like a copper wire was something I very much wasn't
expecting lol . Pros
Good modelling

Cons
No scenarios
Payware reskin
Garbage sounds
Awful texturing
No passenger view
South Central livery split into separate pack
Lack of functionality
Wrong cab

AFTER TRAIN SIM DESIGNS MODS AND OTHER TWO PACKS INSTALLED

Pros
Good modelling
Features standard scenarios
Good texturing
Correct cab

Cons
Only one livery
Garbage sounds
No passenger view
Lack of functionality

Overral
1\/10

Good to have some slam doors in TS, but not at this quality. Buy it in a sale and get some freeware mods for it.. Needs nudity,
but the girl with glass's school uniform is pantyless, which is awesome!

Easy game if you like guitar hero. My brain actually learned some new tricks with the one, simple mini game.

Needs nude mode for private dance. WTF, but otherwise worth a buck...or two. Side note: The girls are too girly. Make some
women next time. Like Chun-li...... Mmmmmm. Chun i and Camy dance. Xmas is saved. its a great aircraft
carenado did a 9\/10 job making the C172N
has great flying charateristics
. Great game. Checks a lot of boxes for me. I've played so many of David's games over the years. This will be another I spend
hundreds of hours playing.
Check out the discord and watch the twitch streams for more inside information to the development process.
Joined Early Access and couldn't be happier helping to make the game better. So much potential for this game that I love seeing
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the new features and content.. Great game, highly recommended!. Get the trilogy!!! Again more of the same Alien Breed
action.. Terrific puzzles, bad platforming, terrible combat.
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